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CUSTOM CHROME EUROPE Bolt On And Ride Tour

Rhein Time – Germany’s most romantic ride!

The Niederwald-Memorial...

...and the 2018 CCE BOAR Tour on the new Rhine road opposite Bingen.
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TOP LEFT: Just opposite of Assmanshausen, Rheinstein Castle looks back to a mixed history, but today is open as a museum and restaurant (www.burg-rheinstein.de).
TOP RIGHT: From the road near Ehrenfels, to the Bingen „Mouse Tower“ once ran a chain to block the entrance into the Rhine narrows.

The Rhine valley between Rüdesheim and Koblenz
is one of the most scenic landscapes of Germany
– add the confluence of the Mosel river at Koblenz
and the Rhine up to Bonn and Cologne, you also
travel a route of historic significance! In 2018, the
Custom Chrome Europe Team travelled twice along
the Rhine valley – once as a staff tour, then joining
the „Kustom Life Run“ from Switzerland to Berlin
leading the group from CCE‘s HQ at Grolsheim to
Cologne.
A trip of 170 - 190 km distance one way – depending

on the route choosen – that was to be travelled in
less than four hours. Rhine valley, Eifel and history expert „Motographer“ Horst Roesler“ plotted a
trip that would be scenic, superb riding and get the
participants through some of the most spectacular
scenes of recent and older history of the Middle
Rhine Gorge: Battles and wars are known to have
been fought along this river, but disastrous Vulcano eruptions, nature catastrophies and todays
resulting benefits – who has given that a thought
when travelling todays UNESCO protected World

Heritage Site attraction? You can spend two weeks
on this short route and may not have seen it all! As
a matter of fact, when performing the two rides in
that super sunny August of 2018, few of the participants did realize or knew what they were passing,
crossing or riding along and in whose footstep they
travelled. Nor did they know that in some scenic
landscapes lava was bubbling under their wheels,
waiting to break free again one day – hopefully not
during our short history on this planet: This story
is also dedicated to them!
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From Ransel to Weisel and down again to
Kaub, following the footsteps of Bluecher‘s
Army in 1813.

Riding fun: The twisting road from Lorch to Ransel is a superb route – and usually a quiet one too!
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TOP: Right and left of the Rhine river, there are scenic roads sneaking into the mountains: Any of them offer riding fun and often very little local traffic, with pensions
and hotels often cheaper than on the river route. Passing the scenic town of Bacharach with its half-timber houses and restaurants the road via Henschhausen and
Langscheid leads back to the Rhine in Oberwesel – but you miss the Pfalzgrafenstein at Kaub, which is not visible from the heights. Just out of Bacharach, the road
has been retained with its old cobblestone surface, but the serpentines are laid out with the latest tarmac.

The Rhine river has been border line, frontier or communication and transport route. Protection from invasion
and useful shipping route for goods and people. Supplier of water and cause of devestating floods – and in
one case (at least) the scene of an armageddon style
disaster, happening in what today is one of the most populated landscapes of Germany. When riding through
the Middle Rhine Gorge, you pass remarkable places
of German, European and Geological history – in very
quick succession, when riding a motorcycle! When the

Custom Chrome Europe team was looking for a touring
route from Bingen to Bonn and Cologne, the time for the
ride was limited: In less than four hours, there was no
time for explanations, let alone any excursions or hiking.
But the roads chosen and the sites passed are worth
some explanation. Try it yourself – and you will experience a great ride into history!
O
=
a
What today is popular and visited by millions of tourists
each year is very likely the most accessible Rhine Valley

ever: You can travel by train, ship, car – one weekend
is reserved completely for bicycles – on foot or motorcycles. The latter surely offer the fastest and most convenient way to travel the distances while experiencing the
best views from the saddle. Not to forget the freedom to
stop almost anywhere! While the scenic ruins of castles
and fortifications line both shores in rapid succession, it
should not be forgotten that these once were toll stations
– cashing in on passing merchants and travellers, filling
the pockets of local monarchs, rulers and priests. Rarely
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Marschall „Forward“: Bluecher

The Bluecher Memorial on the main road: Today, Kaub is a quiet town and great base in the middle of the Rhine.

Re-enactment in the Rhine
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ALL IMAGES: The „Pfalzgrafenstein“ toll station sits in the Rhine like a battleship. Working with the Gutenfels Castle, today a hotel above Kaub, it was a main source of income for its owners. It was here that 60.000
Prussian troops crossed the river in pursuit of Napoleon New Years night 1813/14 in pursuit of Napoleon,
who had been defeated in the „Voelkerschlacht“ near Leipzig. A museum in town is worth a stop!

for the benefit of the people who lived here. „Tourism“ as
it happens today was not even an idea at the time those
castles and fortified towns were built!
O
=
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The Tour starts at Bingen – or rather the new LogisticIndustrial area near Grolsheim, since 2014 home of Custom Chrome Europe‘s warehouse and HQ. The benefit
of working here is not just that you work near by one of
the most scenic landscapes of Germany, but each year
up to five „Bolt On And Ride“ Custombikes are created,

waiting to be ridden onto these scenic roads. Time permitting, of course...
O
=
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Rhine km 524 – measured from the Lake Constance exit
– the river gets narrow and has cut a gorge into the rock
and slate of Hunsrück and Taunus mountains and both
road and railway track follow the river bed closely. The
ferry port from Bingen to Ruedesheim offers almost continuous service – there are no bridges over the river from
Wiesbaden to Koblenz, roughly 85 km of Rhein valley.
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Passing Oberwesel – on the west shore of the River, the CC-Riders will soon approach the Loreley rock.
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ALL IMAGES: At Oberwesel, the Rhine makes a radical 90° turn to the right, now heading for the Loreley rock.
Even the railway had to be tunneled for a better radius. Oberwesel features a near complete medieval town
wall and is topped by the Schoenburg. In September, one of five spectacular „Rhine in Flames“ event is held
here, illuminating the town with red torches and fireworks.

The old Railway bridge linking Bingen and Ruedesheim
for rail and foot traffic – one of three Railway brigdes
built in and for World War 1 – was blown up by the retreating Wehrmacht on March 15th 1945. If you enter Ruedesheim, you pass the Railway viaduct to the bridgeheads, both sides preserved today. With the spectacular
view onto „Mouse Tower“ on the Bingen side and the
Niederwald Memorial, rememering the 1870/71 victory
in the French/Prussian War, the ferry transfer is quick
and you are soon on the road down the river. Unfortu-

nately, despite the 2002 implemented status of UNESO
World Heritage site and its limits for building new houses
and infrastructure, the shore road of the Rhein is currently rebuilt for „more safety“, dismatelling the old rusty
rails which for decades were strong enough for a new,
Formula-1 racetrack-style fortification that is as ugly as
it is a waste of money. Since the rebuilding below Ehrenfels Castle, the stone through which a chain was able to
block the Rhine from shore to „Mouse Tower“ is missing.
Along with the romantic atmosphere...
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View from the Loreley rock into the Rhine valley

View from the old harbour of St. Goarshausen

The Loreley bronze is sitting on the pier...

...of the old harbour basin, a 10 miutes walk.

A short photo stop at the old harbour.
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ALL IMAGES: The famous Loreley Rock has been a major traffic hazard for ships and especially floats of wood
which were still being shipped well into the Fifties. St. Goarshausen also was a main harbour on the river, crane
and some buidings still standing. Even thought the narrows in the river have been dynamited away since, the
danger is still present: January 2011 saw the last major accident of a barge, blocking the Rhine here!
signalling the „Freistaat Flaschenhals“ a „Free State“
O
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Assmannshausen is the starting point of many guided that was accidentially formed by the occupation of Gertours and the parade of Magic Bike Ruedesheim – sin- many after World War 1: French and American „Bridgece 2002 the most popular Custombike and Motorcycle heads“ on the east side of the Rhine had a radius of 30
event on the river. The Harley-Davidson Club Ruedes- km. What nobody realised, that the French and Ameheim members plot some of the best touring rides into rican Bridgeheads almost touched each other East of
the Rhine and Taunus area – and for a few km we follow Lorch, effectively cutting all supply roads into the Rhine
Valley between Lorch and Kaub, which then had to fall
their tracks.
back on...smuggeling. When the US-Army left in 1923,
O
=
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In Lorch – Rhein km 543 – you may see strange signs, things turned back to normal. Almost.
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Rheinfels fortress above St. Goar

„Katz“ castle

Passing Rheinfels fortress

...has great restaurant & hotel!

Rhein Time – Germany’s most romantic ride!
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ALL IMAGES: The importance of the St. Goar/St. Goarshausen narrows of the Rhine is highlighted by Fortress
Rheinfels“ – for centuries the strongest fortification in the Rhine valley. In 1794, the fortress was handed over to
French Revolutionary Troops which blew up great portions in 1796/97. The French rule of the left shore of the Rhine then lasted untill 1813, when Napoleon was beaten. The material aided the construction of Ehrenbreitstein.

O
=
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To add some riding fun, we turn into the „Wispertal“ also
a great motorcycle trip and ride the sparsely used twisting road to Ransel. At least one of the tour members
was familiar with the route, as it passed two once „top
secret“ Bundeswehr facilites which had been hammered into the rock for € 40 million from 1962 to 1974:
one system home for nuke-proof depot storage (bridging
eqipment for sure...), the other an underground hospital.
Officially abandoned and privatized on December 31st

2008. A paradise for „preppers“!
O
=
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From Ransel, we take the fast track back to the river, following the footsteps of the Prussian and Russian Armies
of 1813, which – in pursuit of Napoleon – assembled on
the plateau and in the valleys to cross the river near the
Pfalzgrafenstein toll station on New Years Eve 1813. It
is here that you find „Iron Cross“ memorials and plates,
some of the first after issuing the medal on March 13th
1813 for the Napoleonic Wars. If you have the time, visit
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Today, railway tracks and the modern Bundesstraße 9 bypasses the town center of Boppard just outside the medieval city wall fortification.
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the Museum and the Pfalz, you may meet period clothed
soldiers and civilians shooting old black powder rifles
and even Marschal Bluecher – or rather his modern reenacted version. And the wooden chairs on the Rhine
promenade are addictive!
O
=
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But on this tour, time is ticking so the handlebars are
turned north again, passing scenic Oberwesel on the
west shore of the river and approaching the legendary
„Loreley“ rock which too is one of the most famous landmarks in this part of the valley. When travelling the Rhine, check the Loreley website for possible concerts and
events – the open air stage „Freilichtbühne“ is a great
location to witness a concert. A short stop in the Café on
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Approaching the Mosel valley

Rhein Time – Germany’s most romantic ride!
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ALL IMAGES: Avoiding the hectic traffic of Koblenz, both tours took the Mühltal Road (L 207) in Boppard to enjoy
a cool ride passing Pfaffenheck. The CCE Staff tour continued into the Mosel Valley near Alken for spectacular
views while the other tour took Autobahn 61 to pass the Mosel on the spectacular Bridge above Winningen. If you
have the time, stop at the Restaurant „Vierseenblick“ (Four Lakes view) above Boppard!

top of the rock is also recommended.
O
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Rhine Marker 555 km – the CCE Tour stops for a quick
photoshoot at the old harbour area of St. Goarshausen,
offering a great view on the Loreley cliff and the Castles
left and right which often were reporting to different owners and territories. When accessing the Rhine ferry
from St. Goarshausen to St. Goar, it should be remembered that the last Rhine crossing in war times here was
not too long ago: March 26th 1945 at 1 am, the 89th

Division crossed the river at this unexpected location
and surprised the German troops which did not expect
anything at this easy to defend positions.
O
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The significance of the Loreley narrows is underlined
by the Castles left and right in the mountains: Rheinfels
above St. Goar once was the most formidable fortress
on the Middle Rhine Valley: Erected from 1245 on, it was
slighted by French Revolutionary Amy troops in 1797.
What remains as scenic ruins today is only a fifth of its
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The CCEeagle on the „Testride“ when exploring the route for the tour.

Rhein Time – Germany’s most romantic ride!
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ALL IMAGES: In less than 20 minutes from the Rhine‘s
tourist attractions, passing the main German Autobahn
A 61 between Pfaffenheck and Udenhausen, the scenic L 207 offers a spectacular shortcut into the Mosel
Valley and to the „Maifeld“ plain west of Koblenz. Burg
Thurant and its vineyards offer a great view over the
Mosel valley – and Alken a convenient river crossing.
The former fortress is now private-owned and home to
a garden and restaurant, offering accomodation for 6
visitors only who want to enjoy the superb atmosphere
of a medieval castle in a scenic landscape. You hardly
can get a better location for a stay!
www.Thurant.de
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Hatzenport on the Mosel River.

Rhein Time – Germany’s most romantic ride!

Passing Hatzenport tower
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In Hatzenport, there are two options to pass: The
fast way to Münstermaifeld or through the narrow
„Schrumpftal“, where once dozens of mills were processing the grain from the „Maifeld“ plain above.

original size and used as a hotel and restaurant. Especially the outdoor panoramic platform is worth a visit in
summertime. Guided tours are offered through the ruins
of the castle, which CCE once visited for a „After-Show
Reception“ of one of their still legendary „CCE Dealer
Shows“. Rheinfels, Katz and the car ferry are scenic locations of the annual „Rhine in Flames“ fireworks which
is performed on the third weekend in September – one
week after Oberwesel – which makes this a perfect time

Rhein Time – Germany’s most romantic ride!
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DECEMBER 1918 – the first Harley-Davidsons occupy Germany
Once the main road from Koblenz to Mayen and the west, today a scenic sideroad – it was on
L 96 that the first Harley-Davidson motorcycles rolled into the Rhineland in December 1918.
Following the German Armestice of November 11th, the 32nd Division travelled this road to
establish the „Koblenz Bridgehead“ as their part of the „Army of Occupation“ from 1918
to 1923. Stepping stones were Mayen and Ochtendung on December 9th 1918, the Rhine
was crossed over the „Konprinz Wilhelm“ Railway bridge near Urmitz/Engers, one of the 3
bridges built for the war and the only one still in use today. Just to mention it for the record:
All hilltops on the image are sleeping volcanos!

The „Maifeld“ plain is covered with fields, thanks...

...to the fertile soil from the volcanic ashes.

Approaching the B 258 Straßburger Hof crossing.

Twisting roads through the Nette river valley
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ALL IMAGES: Mendig, Mayen, the „Maifeld“ and the surrounding valleys have been populated since humans
could live here: Many Volcanos, some of them active until only 10.000 years ago, delivered a continuous flow of
lava and ashes. The Romans already manufactured millstones at Mendig, leaving huge undergound caves. Long
straights change suddenly into twisting roads and the famous Nürburgring is not far away!

for a Rhine visit watching two spectacular firework displays. With the time-consuming ferry transfers, time is
pressing again – no Café stop at the Rhineview Terrace
this time.
O
=
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Following the well-built B9 through vineyards and more
castles we soon reach Boppard, located on a prominent S-turn of the river. The scenic town center and the
surrounding area has been inhabited several thousand
years – and the Romans had settlements here too. On

Rhine km 571 we leave the river, because we are approaching Koblenz. A great town to visit, many significant and historic buildings and the Ehrenbreitstein Fortress – but Friday afternoon weekend traffic is not really
the place to waste valuable riding time.
O
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The quick and very ridable alternative is a small side
road up the Mühltal, heading to Pfaffenheck and Udenhausen, neither of which are signed out from the main
road – this is „insider“ knowledge for locals using the
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The „Hochsimmer“ west of Ettringen

Great view onto the Rhine valley from Bell

Tuff structures at the Hochstein near Bell

Solid rock houses in Bell

Rhein Time – Germany’s most romantic ride!

View onto the Laach rim when riding the scenic...

...route from Bell to Obermendig.
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ALL IMAGES: The volcanic field of the East Eifel was active for half a million years – and remains quiet only since
about 10.000 years. In geological time scales less than the blink of an eye. Everywhere in the area, houses are
built from solid granite rock. Quarries often date back to Roman times and are often in operation for centuries.
Some mountains have been completely cut away while others are now designated protection zones. On top of the
Hochsimmer is a tower from which the Cologne Cathedral can be seen on clear days.

narrow and twisting track that sneaks uphills. Signed
out is the access to the „Vierseenblick“, a spectacular
outlook to for sections of the Rhein S-turn which can be
reached by cable car. If you have the time...
O
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On top of the ridge that marks the tip of the Hunsrueck
mountains, the Autobahn A 61 offers a quick choice to
proceed northwards in a faster pace, the „Kustom Life
Tour“ would use this option.

O
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A more scenic ride is the decent into the Mosel river valley, proceeding on the now wider and very convenient L
207 to Alken. Great viewing points into the Mosel valley
and especially up to Thurant Castle above Alken invite
for a stop, the castle itsel can be visited and a limited
number of guests can stay in hotel rooms atop the river.
The Mosel certainly is a trip of its own: The less than
2 km from the Alken roadbridge to Hatzenport are only
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Tuff stone cross on the parking above lake Laach

The lake Laach caldera is accessible from many routes, none offering a full view on the lake. The parking off the Mendig road offers one option.
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The massive eruption of the Laacher See dates back only to approx. 10.930 bc, a time during which the area
was already inhabited. If you want to get an idea what has happened, watch the well-documented Mt. St. Helens
eruption – and multiply it with 6! The resulting lake is roughly 2 x 1.2 km and 51 meters deep. Volcanic gas is still
bubbeling in some sections. For the Benedictine monks who built and operated the abbey on the west shore in
the 11th century, this was likely only a lake in a remote and very scenic location.

a „teaser“, especially as in the vincinity is one of the
most spectacular German Castles ever: Burg Eltz. The
CCE Tour uses the fast road to Muenstermaifeld – an
interesting side route would be through the Schrumpftal
Valley road where a succession of mills was working for
centuries – from which „Burg Eltz“ is signed out. The
Eltz Castle itself can only be reached by foot (or trolley
transfer), either from the parking lot or through the Eltz
river gorge hiking from Moselkern, another 2 km Mosel

river upstream from Hatzenport. The roads approaching
Muenstermaifeld from all direction signal the importance
of the town which has been a central distribution point
in the „Maifeld“, the fertile plain between Eifel, Mosel
and Rhine river. Why this plain has become so fertile will
soon come into view!
O
=
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Meanwhile, it‘s time to refill the „peanut“ tanks of
Sportster and Chopper-powered riders: When plotting
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The massive viaduct of the Brohltal Railway is supporting the Narrow Gauge railway line that also operates steam trains on weekends.
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ALL IMAGES: What today is a scenic valley with a 1 m gauge railway line was a death zone 12.000 years ago when
a pyroclastic ash flow streamed through the valley to the Rhine. The Brohltalbahn was built from 1898 to transport rock and is still used for industrial purposes today. The „Vulkan-Express“ (www.vulkan-express.de) offers
touristic rides on steam and diesel operated trains which travel the 23,83 km distance from Brohl uphills.

the route in a half day road-test aboard „CCEagle“, great
care was taken to identify neccessary fuel stops for the
smaller tanks. Especially on this section, where fuel stations are less frequent, Boppard, Löf and Polch offering
the only ones along the route. As it turned out, even the
tiny peanut tanks of the Sporties make it easy to Polch,
which today is a „Autostop“ beside the A 48 Autobahn
from Koblenz to Trier.
O
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Freshly fueled-up for the remaining kilometers of the

trip, the handlebars turn north, direction Mendig: The
serpentine road down to Trimbs, crossing the Nette river valley, is a great ride, especially challenging to the
„lower“ custombikes. Climbing out of the Nette valley we
pass the crossing, today a roundabout, of the former B
258, once the main road from Koblenz to the Nürburgring and in December 1918 the road on which Corporal
Roy Holtz and his Division proceeded from the Luxembourg border to Koblenz to establish the „Army of Occupation bridgehead“. Mayen and Ochtendung were both
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Leaving Bad Breisig, B9 becomes wider, as does the valley. The Siebengebirge peaks and castle are now on the East shore of the river.
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ALL IMAGES: From the high ground at Lake Laach to the Rhine valley is a surprisingly quick ride. At Bad Breisig,
the valley gets wider, another result of the Laach eruption and subsequent damming of the river. From the West,
the Ahr river is approaching the Rhine and while the B9 is now offering a quick pass through the now densly populated area the Erpeler Ley is signalling another narrow barrier in the river. One of historical significance!

overnight stops for the 32nd Division which then marched via the Urmitz Railway Bridge to its later end point
and HQ at Rengsdorf. The later „Kustom Life Tour“ will
travel a longer section of the now downgraded B 258,
crossing the Nette west of Ochtendung. The road offers
a spectacular view onto the Neuwied Basin and the Eifel
mountains – and answers the question why this area
is so fertile for planting agricultural products: From the
road you can see the tops of more than a dozen vulcanos that form the East Eifel volcanic field – and while the

area looks peaceful and quiet today, it was the scene of
disastrous volcanic eruptions in a not so distant past.
Around Mayen, Mendig and Kruft, many of the innocent
looking hills have been „eaten away“ by quarries, the
Romans already shipped millstones from here to Mainz
and Cologne, the Rhine river offering a convenient way
of transport. Mendig has been a center of the Roman
„millstone“ industry, caverns of up to three levels deep
undermine parts of the town and are now partially open
to the public. The „Lava Dome“ opened in 2002, offering
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Remagen bridgehead on the east shore and the Ley, used as a quarry since Roman times.

Rhein Time – Germany’s most romantic ride!
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TOP LEFT: Remagen Railway bridge: „Cold War“ ponton bridge ramp on the west shore. TOP RIGHT: View
from the Ley. BOTTOM LEFT: East bridgehead and tunnel. BOTTOM RIGHT: West ramp acces to bridge viewpoint.

a documentation on the volcanic activities in the Eifel.
Many quarries are now discontinued, a free open air
museum gives a view on the hard and intense work in
the quarries. In a short loop, realized with the „Kustom
Life Tour“ we bypass Thür, Kottenheim and Ettringen en
route to Bell. The local L82 road passes between the
Hochsimmer and Hochstein mountains, both volcanos
supposed to be the last to erupt in the East Eifel volcanic

Rhein Time – Germany’s most romantic ride!
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Trajektknoten Bonn

Approaching the „Basecamp“ Hostel

„Rincon de España“ in Bonn-Kessenich

Aproaching Bonn on the Bundesstraße 9

Entering Bonn today also calls for some subterrean riding when the B9 goes underground.

Reward for the ride: Big Paella

Inside view of the „Basecamp“ Hostel
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TOP LEFT: The „Basecamp“ offers Camping flair in a
former industry hall. Spanish Restaurant „Rincon de
España“ and Italian Restaurant „Sassella“ have witnessed history: It was here, in a wine storage cellar“
that many secret political deals were made when Bonn
was the capital of West Germany.

field. From the top of the Hochsimmer tower, you can
see the Cathedral in Cologne on clear days, the Hochstein invites for a hiking tour with the legend of Genoveva of Brabant, who is supposed to have been living in a
cave for some time in the 8th Century. Legends of which
there are many along the shores of the Rhine.
O
=
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Cologne and the Hohenzollern Railway bridge with the Cathedral at sunset, as seen from the east river shore in Deutz.
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ALL IMAGES: Cologne is always worth a visit, be it INTERMOT or for a private tour into the cities rich history. The
2nd CCE tour visited the „Gents of Cologne“ in the heart of the shopping district. The „Kustom Life Run“ proceeded
north while the CCE Team returned to Grolsheim the fast way: Autobahn A 61. But less than five weeks later, CCE
returned for the 2018 edition of the INTERMOT in full force, now all „Bolt On And Ride“ bikes only on display.

Riding through Bell back to Mendig, a spectacular panorama opens: The complete Neuwied basin lies ahead,
the Maifeld plain to the south and the defining reason
of this view hidden behind the wooded rim to the north:
Lake Laach. Passing Obermendig and again the A 61
Autobahn, you soon reach the rim of the lake and the
Benedictine Monastery which sits on its shore. A scenic
setting for centuries, today a popular tourist destination
and thanks to our scientific explorations in recent years,
also the reason for the fertile earth in Maifeld and Neu-

wied Basin: You are entering the caldera of one of the
biggest volcanic eruptions in Middle Europe, happening
only 12.000+ years ago. In geological time scale, the
blink of an eye. The eruption has been dated to about
10.930 b.c. and is said to have lasted only a few days.
It completely devastated a huge area and dropped massive layers of volcanic ashes onto the Maifeld and Neuwied. Pyroclastic currents streamed down the Brohl valley and into the Neuwied Basin, both felled trees, plants
and tephra rock where blown into Rhein and Mosel river,
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ANDERNACH, 10.930 b.c.
Rushing along the well-constructed Bundesstraße 9, which climbs along the rocky hillside above Andernach and Europes biggest Cold Water Geysir just below, few people know about the disaster that took
place some 12.000 years ago at the narrows: Ashes and debris from the Laach eruption blocked the Rhine
river at the narrows, damming the water at the „Andernachian Gate“. When the dam broke, which may have
been only after years, the lower Rhine valley and the Netherlands experienced a disastrous flood!

Leaving Bonn with the Drachenfels in the mirror...

...and back up the Rhine valley passing Remagen,..

...the Ahr and Brohl river valleys on the direct B9...

...road to Andernach and Koblenz.
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ALL IMAGES: Germany has been a marvel for surreal projects and waisting taxpayers money for some time, not
only in the recent years! A prime example, albeit almost forgotten, is the Mühlheim-Kärlich nuclear power station,
which not only got building permits, but was built from 1975-1986 and even operated until 1988, then ruled in
1998 that it would never to be restarted. Sitting between the B9 and next to the river, it is approx. 11 km distance
to the Lake Laach caldera – in an area prone to earthquakes. If Italy would ever plan a nuclear power plant in the
Vesuv/Naples area, the fitting distance would be...Pompeji. As an interesting side note to history, the same lawyer
that was working hard on the closing of this nuclear plant is now responsible for the lawsuits that close down
numerous German cities for diesel-powered cars...
subsequently blocking the river at either Andernach or Italy to Poland and Sweden, marking a major environBrohl – probably at both locations! Watch any video on mental distraction of what some day become West-Gerthe 1991 Pinatubo eruption or multiply the Mt St. Helens many. A dam of almost 30 meters height formed at Brohl
Eruption by six (!) and you have the idea of the disaster formed a lake that reached up-stream to Mannheim –
happening here when the area was already populated. even CCE‘s todays warehouse would have been in that
Ashes from the eruption can be traced from Northern lake – and included the side streams of Mosel, Lahn,
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Andreas Scholz riding the 2018 „Bolt On And Ride“ Bagger „CCEagle“ by Harley-Factory Frankfurt.
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Nahe, Main and others. When the dam broke – which
it did after some time, the inhabitants downstream as
far as the not yet existing Netherlands did experience
a flooding that would have been stuff for more legends.
They would not have seen it coming...
O
=
a
Today the 2 km wide and 51 meter deep lake is as scenic and – almost – quiet tourist attraction: Only a few
bubbles of volcanic gas on the surfaces signal that there
is something going on below. Latest research show that
the magma chamber under the lake is refilling – we are
about half way through the eruption sequence of approximately 30.000 years. Which would be safe enough to
have a stop at the „Vulkan Waldfrieden“ restaurant for
a beer and something to eat, especially when visiting
the „Lydiaturm“ tower, which offers a great view onto the
lake, which you may now see differently...
O
=
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As planned, the „Vulkan Waldfrieden“ was the meeting
point with CCE Managing Director Andreas Scholz, who
welcomes the, already behind schedule, CCE staff tour
sitting on his Custom-Harley. Living between Bonn and
Cologne, he‘s a connoisseur of the scenic roads of the
Eifel and Rhineland – and he is leading the tour from
here to its destination in Bonn...
O
=
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Not as fast as the pyroclastic currents but without even
stopping, the team rides the exact route of the flow into
the Brohl valley and back to the Rhine river. Up to 60
meters of ash was dropped here when massive streams
of hot ashes flowed down to the river, later to be washed
away by smaller and bigger streams. We pass cliffs and
walls of volcanic rock on the way down to the Rhine,
following the tracks of the Brohltal Bahn, home of the
„Vulkan-Express“. In summer time, this is one of the few
steam-operated narrow gauge railways in West-Germany, a great stop and ride for Railway fans.
O
=
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The sign says river km 621 – and we are back on the
Rhine river and on the B9, now heading straight for
Bonn. Crossing the Ahr river, its valley also worth exploring by motorcycles, we are approaching Remagen.
The town would have been less known today, if not in
March 1945 German Wehrmacht officers failed to detonate the bridge when American troops were advancing

through the mountains, surprised to find the Ludendorff
bridge intact. In a surprise attack, the bridge was captured intact just minutes after the charges failed to bring
down the massive structure. Of all locations for crossing
the Rhine river that were discussed in American strategy, Remagen was by far the least expected. But history

had other plans. Bridgeheads on both sides of the shore
are worth a stop, the Museum is located on the Remagen side.
O
=
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Passing Rolandseck and the „Drachenfels“ – according
to the Nibelungen saga the place where Siegfried killed
Fafnir the dragon, bathed in his blood to become invul-

nerable – the CCE tour approaches the fist subburbs of
Bonn, from 1949 - 1990 the West-German capital and
birthplace of Ludwig van Beethoven. Ta-ta-ta-taaaaa!
O
=
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A little bit on the delayed side, but not too late for dinner, the CCE team decided to „Roll over Beethoven“ and
skipped all Bonn sightseeing. Heading straight for the
check-in of an extraordinary accomodation, the „Basecamp Hostel“ in Bonn offers accomodation in 13 retrostyle vintage caravans and sleeper train railway wagons
of the German Bundesbahn. All inside a huge industrial
hall so that weather conditions don‘t really bother you,
when staying in one of the often tiny old trailers. After
passing so many scenic castles and campgrounds another extraordinary place to visit and stay overnight. With
CCE Managing Director Andreas Scholz organizing the
Bonn visit, there was little surprise that his choice of restaurant was a cool one too – and came with a lesson in history. While enjoying a huge Paella outside the
„Rincon de Espana“ in Bonn-Kessenich, one of the owning Tartero brothers invited the team to a „private“ wine
storage cellar of the Sister Restaurant „Sassela“ deep
inside the same old building. When Bonn was still the
German capital, the restaurant was one of the „insider“
haunts for German politicians and it is said that many
secred deals and discussions took place around this table. Out of reach from the public – and also from the
suspected listening devices in offices and political party
seminar rooms. But as the patron stated: What was discussed in the „Sassela“ stayed in the „Sassela“. It might
have become history later, but who knows...
O
=
a
History is often what you make of it – and it helps to
know it. Otherwise you might be doomed to repeat it.
And there are probably very few places in Europe if not
the world that have seen such a diversified history in
such a short time. You can ride from Grolsheim to Bonn
and Cologne in two hours, but you will miss a lot of fun
and experience. We have reached Rhine river km marker
655, the river has sneaked 131 km through mountains
and rocks since Bingen. A great ride what ever main or
side road you may take. For the „CC-Riders“ its back to
base on Saturday – of course, all the way along the Rhin
river. There is still so much to see!
Text: HRF, Photos: Horst Roesler/Motographer
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BaseCamp Hostel Bonn
Erpeler Ley
Remagen Ludendorff Bridge
Germany secret Gouverment bunker system Marienthal
Brohl Valley Vulkan Express Railway
Andernachian Gate & Namedy Geysir
Restaurant Vulkan Waldfrieden
Maria Laach Benedictine Abbey
Lake Laach
Bell/Hochstein
Lava-Dome, caves and museum, Mendig
Nürburgring
Fortress Ehrenbreitstein, Deutsches Eck, Koblenz
Crossing the route of Roy Holtzand former B 258
Burg Eltz castle
Thurant Castle
Hatzenport
Boppard, 4-Lakes view
St. Goarshausen/St. Goar/Lorelei
Oberwesel
Bluecher‘s troop advance 1813/14
Kaub, Bluecher‘s Rhine crossing
Bundeswehr underground tunnel system Lorch

Reference only:
Route plotted with
Google maps

Freistaat Flaschenhals, Wispertal valley
Bacharach
Magic Bike Ruedesheim
Bingen
Custom Chrome Europe, Grolsheim
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USEFUL WEBSITES
www.custom-chrome-europe.com/en/dealer-search/
www.magic-bike-ruedesheim.com
www.rhein-in-flammen.com
www.mittelrhein.de
www.burgen.de
www.rheingau.de/wein/freistaat-flaschenhals
www.bluechermuseum-kaub.de
www.loreley-touristik.de
www.loreley-freilichtbuehne.de
www.st-goar.de/en/rheinfels-castle/
www.schloss-rheinfels.de
www.boppard-tourismus.de
sesselbahn-boppard.de
thurant.de
hatzenport.de/
www.burg-eltz.de/de
www.lave-dome.de
www.vulkanpark.com/lava-domelavakeller/
www.geopark-vulkaneifel.de
www.maria-laach.de
www.vulkan-waldfrieden.de
vulkan-express.de/
www.bruecke-remagen.de
www.basecamp-bonn.de
www.ristorante-sassella.de/rincon.html
and wikipedia helps!
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The modern CCE Warehouse

Partytime before the ride!

Rhein Time – Germany’s most romantic ride!

Rhein river at Bingen

Custom Chrome Europe – Close to the Rhine Valley

Custom Chrome Europe‘s warehouse and HQ seen from the Niederwald Memorial above Ruedesheim.

2015 shooting IN the Rhine river!
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CCE and Bingen – a history...
...that dates back to the founding days of CCE, as one of
the first CCE Dealer Shows was held in the NH Hotel at the
Rhein-Nahe Eck in Bingen, where the Nahe meets the Rhine. On the float of the „Rudergesellschaft 1911 e.V., CCE
photographed the 2015 „BOAR“ bikes IN the river – and
many CCE christmas parties took place in locations on
the boulevard or aboard ships of the „Rössler Line“ that
depart from Bingen. The old harbour in the east side is often used as a location for fotoshoots, thanks to the scenic
view and Grafitti – and next to the ruins of the Hindenburg
railway bridge you may find members of the CCE team during lunchbreaks in summertime: The campground offers
food and drinks directly at the river shore!
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Broemser- & Boosenburg

Magic Bike music firework

Rhein Time – Germany’s most romantic ride!

Niederwald Memorial thunderstorm

Ruedesheim railway station

Ruedesheim Am Rhein

View onto Boosenburg and Broemserburg castle from the vineyards next to the cablecar route. Bingen is on the west shore of the Rhine river.
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TOURIST MAGNET: RUEDESHEIM
No, it‘s not the Japanese or Chinese tourists that discovered Ruedesheim and the Rhine valley. Goethe or
Lord Byron‘s travel stories and paintings attracted the
first tourists to the mostly poor and devastated villages
along the river. Today, tourists arrive by bus, train and
ship – not to forget the Frankfurt Airport, less than 50
km away! The „Rhine in Flames“ firework display along
the Rhine from Assmannshausen to Rüdesheim fire
up the first July weekend, but there are more events
in town, the most important for Harley-Davidson riders:
Magic Bike Ruedesheim, always held at a „long“ bank
holiday weekend in May or June. The rest of the year,
parking meters are even cashing in on motorcycles...
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Crowded conditions on Thursday

Parade on Saturday

MAGIC BIKE Ruedesheim

The Magic Bike Parade rolls into Ruedesheim!

Rhein Time – Germany’s most romantic ride!

Stunt show & action Friday

Guided tours Thursday and Friday
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Elvis was here...
...and was riding cabin # 76 in the movie Café Europe.
The original cabin is now owned by Magic Bike co-organizer Bernhard Jung and his family. But it‘s not for
Elvis that thousands of Harley-Riders approach Ruedesheim for one of the best and most scenic motorcycle events in Germany! Great guided tours, the „World
Heritage Tour“ on Thursday, Stuntshows and Live music come together in a superb event, which is organized
by a small core of local Harley-riding enthusiasts that
have developed this event into the biggest tourist event
of the Rhine valley. Many CCE staff members visit the
event or ride the BOAR bikes into the action!
www.magic-bike-ruedesheim.com
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Atop Kaub in the Taunus mountains...

...Bluecher assembled his troops...

Rhein Time – Germany’s most romantic ride!

...marching through this valley.

Lorch & the WisperTal

FREE STATE OF „BOTTLENECK“?
Formed as a consequence o the occupation of the Rhineland, the short-lived pseudo
state of „Bottleneck“ was formed accidentially when the east-Rhine Bridgeheads of
France (30 km around Mainz) and US Army (30 km from Koblenz) almost met near
Zorn and Eggenrod, cutting off all supply routes to the area between Lorch and Kaub.
17.000 inhabitants were denied traffic and goods from unoccupied Germany and consequently
formed their own „micro state“, declaring Lorch the capital. They even issued own stamps and
passports! The state of occupation lasted from January 10th 1919 until February 23rd 1923, the
„Bottleneck“ shape came from the circular radius of the Army bridgeheads.

Scenic Bacharach houses
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Passing one of the secret entrances.

Bacharach ahead!

TOP SECRET! (But everybody knew...)

Reichenstein Castle

It is not a secret that the Wispertal has been a superb motorcycle route for decades – so popular, that speed was
limited to 60 km/h: exclusively for motorcycles! Bummer!
This and road construction killed almost all business in
the valley, only recovering recently. When riding from
Lorch to Ransel, you pass innocent looking fenced off
sections, behind which during the Cold War period some
€ 40 million have been hammered into the rock, creating
two nuclear-proof tunnel systems for a „Main Equipment
Depot“ and a „Sanitary Depot“ of the Bundeswehr. At
least one CCE staff member has been inside the tunnel system during his service, plans to take a „Magic Bike Tour“
through the now private tunnel system fell short...

Touring start Assmanshausen
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Detail of the toll station

Passing Rheingrafenstein

Where Bluecher crossed the Rhine...

View from the heights above Kaub, the Pfalz at „normal“ water level of the River.

Rhein Time – Germany’s most romantic ride!

The house where Bluecher stayed
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KAUB, NEW YEARS EVE 1813/14
World history was made in Kaub on December 31st 1813
when General Bluecher crossed the river in pursuit of
Napoleon. Local fishermen shipped the first soldiers to
the other shore while Russian Engineers built a ponton
bridge under extreme winter conditions. The toll station
of Pfalzgrafenstein served as „anchor“ for the bridge
and is one of the most scenic toll stations along the
river. Kaub itself was „under siege“ often in its history,
today home of a fine museum and the quickest ferry
over the narrow river. The Pfalzgrafenstein can be visited too, sometime re-enactors fire period rifles and
guns from the island. Slate was one of the goods produced and exported from Kaub by ship for a long time!
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View from the top of Loreley cliffs

Rhein Time – Germany’s most romantic ride!

Approaching the narrows

Loreley Rock(s)!
Lorelei statue on top of the rock

The Loreley cliff with harbour and bronce statue.
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OPEN AIR THEATER LORELEY
There are many fairy tales and legends around the Loreley cliffs, one of the lesser known and published is
that the Open Air Theater atop is also a left-over from
the IIIrd Reich! However, built from 1934 - 1939, it then
never saw events and the better known history is that of
the „Rockpalast“ Open Air concerts. Rock legends like
Genesis, Thin Lizzy, Rainbow, Gary Moore, Stray Cats
and The Kings performed atop the rock. March 24th
1945 the 4th crossing of the Rhine by the 89th US-Division took place at the unlikely location St. Goar. Magic
Bike Tours stopped twice and were allowed to ride their
bikes onto stage for a short stop. The view from the
rock and a stop in the Restaurant is worth the way!
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„Katz“ Castle above St. Goarshausen
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St. Goarshausen wine cellar

RHInE Roads not travelled...
Wellmich Castle

Approaching the Marksburg above Braubach, another spectacular fortification, recently completely restored.
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Over the Lahn river bridge at Lahnstein

BOPPARD TO KOBLENZ

Crossing the Rhine,
Ehrenbreitstein in the background!

The 2018 BOAR Rhine trips did bypass Koblenz due to the
short time to reach Bonn and Cologne – not for the lack of
sightseeing points. As a matter of fact, the last kilometers
between Boppard and Koblenz are also rich with Castles,
history and optional stops. Not to mention a trip into the
Lahn River valley to historic Bad Ems and other great
routes. Fortress Ehrenbreitstein above Koblenz and the
confluence of Rhein and Mosel river in Koblenz are also
worth a stop. World War II left its marks in the city which
– as a main traffic distribution center – was destoyed by
more than 80 %. in late 1944, followed by fighting in the
town in 1945. In August, a complete fleet celebrates „Rhine
in Flames“ from Braubach to Koblenz.

Marksburg and the „3 Chimneys“
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BOPPARD GOES HARLEY!

Boppard market square

Saint Severus Church
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DOWNTOWN BOPPARD...
...Harley‘s rule when the UNESCO World Heritage
Tour of Magic Bike Ruedesheim stops in town.
Which it did 3 times in previous years on Thursday
of the event. The Bikers are then allowed to occupy
the market square, many of them staying for good
food or sightseeing some of the Roman ruins or the
„Four Lakes Viewpoint“ above the City from which
the sharp S-turn of the river can be seen. Not too far
from Koblenz and its bridges, Boppard only operates
a tiny ferry connection to the East shore, allowing
about 3-4 cars or the equivalent in motorcycles. Relicts found here date back to more than 13.000 years
ago, well before the Laach volcano eruption.

Rhein Time – Germany’s most romantic ride!
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Between Rhine, MOSEL and Maifeld...

Along the Mosel River – a great ride too!

H9 Sporty on the road to the Mosel river

Between Muenstermaifeld and Polch

Down into the Mosel valley!
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CAN‘T SEE IT ALL...
... in a 4-hour Blitz-Tour from Grolsheim to Cologne,
but there is much more riding to be experienced between the valleys of the Rhein and Mosel rivers. Both
CCE tours used the last and shortest connection
from Boppard/Rhine to Alken/Mosel, but literally every road reaching from the Rhine above Bingen to the
Mosel river offers great riding opportunities and can
be used. When arriving in the Maifeld, one of THE top
attractions would be a visit at Burg Eltz, the famous
Castle that was never destroyed. Sitting in the Eltzbach valley, it is family owned since the 12th century: 33 generations! Further upstream, Burg Pyrmont
is also worth a visit, as is Mayen.
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Mendig and the LAVA DOME

Layers of volcanic ashes show the history

Basalt rock art in the outdoor museum

Tools and transport of the local basalt rock are...

...presented in the free outdoor museum.
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IMAGINE A HOLE OPENS UP...
...and swallows your Harley? Not impossible at Mendig,
where in 1988, a section of a soccer field and the accompanying nature tribunes were all of the sudden swallowed by the cave system that undermines the town for
centuries. Millstones have been carved out of the rock
since Roman times, resulting in a 3-story cave systems
that even had been mapped by the Bundeswehr during the Cold War. Only since a few years, parts of the
„Lava-Keller“ have been made accessible to the public.
The caverns have also been used by local breweries, 28
in the 19th century, to cool their beer. Today, the „Vulcan Bräu“ remains and is worth a visit. Check out this
unique subterrean landscape and the museum!
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Layers of pyroclastic ashes

The narrow „Wolfsschlucht“

Rhein Time – Germany’s most romantic ride!

Diesel-operated tourist train

BROHLTAL RAILWAY AND THE ROAD TO THE RHINE

The main line on the Rhine river
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FROM LAACH TO BROHL...
...there are plenty of stops possible to see the remains of the disastrous eruption of Lake Laach.
The „Vulkan Waldfrieden“ is a great restaurant and
meeting point for motorcycles above the lake and is
certainly worth a stop. Down to Bad Tönisstein, the
narrow „Wolfsschlucht“ Gorge has been carved into
the ashes by the small river which also is used as
mineral water source. Caves and restaurants invite
for a visit before the roads meets the 1 m Narrow
Gauge railway track, which is still in use for touristic
and industrial transport. Opportunities for hiking are
everywhere – and either following or tavelling on a
train through the scenic valley is recommended!
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The Ludendorff RAILWAY BRIDGE in REMAGEN ...

History for sale: The left Bridgehead of the Ludendorff Bridge in Urmitz still shows scars and fortifications from the 1945 battle!
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...A MEMORIAL FOR PEACE
Built for war and destroyed by war, the ruins of the „Ludendorff“ Bridge are a spectacular reminder of the World
Wars – and a prime example how Germany deals with
its history by trying to not forget it. One of three bridges
over the Rhine built in World War 1, no train crossed the
Ludendorff bridge to supply the Western Front, as work
on the tunnel through the impressive Ley cliffs lasted
until 1919. It was on March 7th 1945, when troops of the
9th Tank Division reached Remagen and took the bridge.
When explosive charges – the construction of the bridge
had already planned for its destruction – failed to explode completely, the bridge was lifted and fell back. For
ten days, the Germany Army threw everything they had
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The spectacular view from the Erpeler Ley down to the Valley: September/October 2018 saw a spectacular low water level of the Rhine River.
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Axel Scherer and „Fusion“ approaching Remagen from the Bonn road, as American tanks did in March 1945.
Marker for the LZ II Zeppelin tour from the Frankfurt ILA
to Cologne on August 2nd 1909,

to destroy the bridge: A 60 cm Mortar, Jet-Bombers, Stukas, Frogmen and V-2 Rockets! The bridge collapsed all
of the sudden on March 17th, but by then the bridgehead
was expanded already. The western bridgehead at Remangen became a museum which presents the history
of bridge and battle, the east bridgehead was recently
for sale. That the buyer would have to bear the costs of
restauration kept the interest limited! The railroad tunnel has been closed, but interestingly enough is occassionally used for a theater performance re-enacting the
events of March 7th in the tunnel, when also civilians
took shelter here from the fighting. Add the scenic rock
of the Ley with restaurant and viewpoint and you have a
great history day out!
www.bruecke-remagen.de

As if two
World Wars were not
enough, everywhere on the Rhine
river you find preparations for the third.
Bridges again were prepared for blowing them up –
ramps for pontoon bridges and ferrys prepared. Also at
Remagen. The Russians didn‘t arrive yet.
View on Remagen and Erpel: The railway track turns 60°
to the north inside the rock!
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THEATER of DISASTER: Erpeler Ley

View from the Erpeler Ley south: Lake Laach is roughly 15 km distant as is the „Andernachian Gate“ where the river was blocked.
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Old crane in Andernach

The narrow gorge between Andernach and Remagen may have seen many disasters and blockades: The Rhine river
was blocked by volcanic eruption and ice periods several times. Geology and climate refer to other time scales than
we are used to. From the Erpeler Ley, this is a lesson to be learned...

Rhine narrows outside Andernach

The Namedy Cold Water Geysir can only
be visited by ship. In the rear, the B9
clinging to the mountains.

A VIEW INTO ARMAGEDDON...
...is another option from the 191 m high Ley looking far
into the Eifel. The view from the Ley to the Laach eruption 12.000 years ago must have been breathtaking but
deadly. The Ley itself was a volcano too, as can be seen
from the rock structure. The Rhine valley was blocked
by ashes and debris at the „Andernachian Gate“ and
Brohl, creating a 140 km2 lake that included Rhine, Mosel, Lahn, Nahe and Main Valleys, including the plain
between Bingen and Bad Kreuznach, todays CCE HQ
location. The Blockade may have lasted for years, but
when the dam broke, a continuous floodwave rolled
down the Rhine river, again destroying everything in its
way down to todays Cologne and further downstream.

Passing the Andernachian Gate
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HARLEY DOME COLOGNE – GONE, but not Forgotten!

Harley-Davidson‘s „Road Glide“ in front of the Cologne Cathedral.
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CCE Managing director Andreas Scholz lives between Bonn and Cologne.

Axel Scherer crossing the Rhine.

Turnbridge to the late event site.

Into Cologne, the Cathedral to the right.

HARLEY DOME COLOGNE
The party lasted only four years, then it was history: from
2014 to 2017 the popular event was first held around the
„Tanzbrunnen“ near the Hohenzollern Bridge on the
Deutz (east) side of the river, then moved south to one of
the Industrial harbours which is now being restructured.
Rising costs and restrictions for safety and security, not
to mention ignorance from the City side, killed the event,
which was started with great enthusiasm by a small team
of local businesmen which included Karl Jörg von Herz,
then the local Harley-Dealers. With many Harley-customizers, CCE dealers and riders in and around Cologne, it
was a well received event that attracted additional guests
to the city. A „revival“ is not in sight so far...

The last eventsite on the south-east Rhine
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RHEIN IN FLAMMEN!

The MAGIG BIKE music firework is short but spectacular: More pyrotechnic spectacles are held all along the river! CCE‘s BOAR Bikes often add to the scenery!
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Rhine in Flames 2019
Some of the most spectacular sights in the Rhine Valley
are the Firework displays held along the valley in different locations and months. There are also local events
that attract thousands of visitors, as „Kölner Lichter“
and Magic Bike. The most popular and best known are
the five „Rhein in Flammen“ events, some with the „Rhine Fleet“ static, others the ships cruising down the river
along the castles. 2019 dates are: Bonn: Mai 4th; Bingen/Ruedesheim: July 6th; Spay-Koblenz: August 10th;
Oberwesel (Images): September 14th; St. Goar/Goarshausen: September 21st. Check out dates at:
www.Rhein-in-Flammen.com
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Rhine-Time with CCE – a fast ride through German history
Travelling the Middle Rhine Gorge on CCE Bolt On And Ride Bikes: Touring tips from the insiders!
In 2018, Custom Chrome Europe celebrated the 10th riding season of the theme and slogan that has somewhat revolutionized the European
custom scene: „Bolt On And Ride“. In August, the CCE staff, partially on their own bikes or using the already finished BOAR bikes, toured
from Grolsheim to Bonn, followed two weeks later by the „Kustom Life Tour“ which ran from Switzerland to Berlin, with CCE leading the group
from Grolsheim to Cologne. „Motographer“ Horst Roesler, himself visting the Rhein river since his childhood and moped times plotted a route
that would pass some of the most remarkable spots on the Rhine River, many of them of historic significance. As there was no time to stop
durng both fast paced rides, here‘s the explanation what the two trips saw from the saddle of their Harleys. Enjoy the trip!
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M8 Street Bob premiere in Faak

„CCEagle“ by Harley-Factory

BOLT ON AND RIDE 2018 – THE BIKES

Rhein Time – Germany’s most romantic ride!

„Moccarica“ by Rick‘s Motorcycles

„The Fusion“ by MB Cycles
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CCE BOAR 2018:
The 2018 BOAR season again started in January when
the first Swiss BOAR bike by Hard Nine Choppers premiered at MOTOR BIKE EXPO. Three more bikes followed until May and were immediately ridden and presented on the events all over Europe and by the CCE staff,
that again were test-riding the outstanding machines
by Harley-Factory, MB Cycles and Rick‘s Motorcycles.
With new M8 Softail parts arriving all through the year,
Thunderbike built a 2018 model year Street Bob and
delivered the bike at European Bike Week 2018 where
it was presented to the public and the press. With the
2018 season still offering rideable weather, the „Bolt On
And Ride“ history did continue.
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2018 BOAR: H9 Sporty

Modified by Danny Schneider of Hard Nine Choppers

2018

Premiere at MOTOR BIKE EXPO Verona 2018: The first Custom Chrome Europe 2018 „Bolt On And
Ride“ Bike was a glamorous Flat-Track Sportster-Ride by Hard Nine Choppers. The choice for Danny Schneider as one of Switzerland´s internationally most renowned builders came naturally: Danny is
known for riding his bikes the hard way – as he had proven during his Freestyle Moto Cross career and
continued during his subsequent passion with customizing „American Iron“. His cross-over bikes combine traditional custom styles with BMX bicycles trends and Freestyle Moto Cross elements, often using
authentic antique engines as in his legendary „D‘MX“ 1942 Flathead. The lack of horsepower in those
motors has never stopped him from riding the hell out of his bikes. The „base“ for the project, a 2017
Harley-Davidson 883 „Iron“ was acquired from Baechli Harley-Heaven, which in 2017 also celebrated a
round anniversary: 50 years in the V-Twin Business.
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2018 BOAR Softail: Moccarica
Modified by Rick‘s Motorcycles

Another CCE premiere for the “Bolt On And
Ride” bikes: With the introduction of the “Milwaukee Eight” motor into an all new rolling
chassis that united the Dyna and Softail model lines into one common frame and suspension system, Harley-Davidson
surprised the world wide custom
scene in September 2017. While retaining

the traditional model designations and names,
few if any parts of the previous “Twin Cam”
powered motorcycles would fit the 2018-up
Softails, creating new challenges as well as
new opportunities! This was asking for an
experienced customizer, playing in the “first
league” of the German custom scene. Rick’s
Motorcycles in Baden-Baden, long time CCE
partner, is the first to create a “Bolt On And
Ride” bike from the new Softail models – and
the Rick’s team did so with its extreme skills
and focus on detailing. From a 2018 FXBR
“Breakout”, Rick’s has created a stunning custom “Lowrider” with excellent ridability that
out-performes many “stock” Harley models.

2018
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2018 BOAR Bagger: CCEagle

Modified by Harley-Factory Frankfurt

2018

If you are a Harley-rider and you opt to acquire a FLTRXS
„Road Glide Special“, you certainly know what you are
doing and what you get: One of the most sophisticated
and extensively developed Harley-Davidson touring bikes
of all times, already equipped with lots of stock accessories. The „Road Glide“ models are true mile-eaters – and
originally created for America‘s Interstates and Highways,
thousand kilometres in days are possible on the stock

Rhein Time – Germany’s most romantic ride!
bike too! Which the big Harley-Tourers had
to prove several times when in service at Custom Chrome Europe: In ten years of „Bolt
On And Ride“ history, especially the tourers
had acquired several thousands kilometres
on European roads. The Harley-Factory in
Frankfurt/Main – for years a top address
for Harley-Baggers and long-time Custom
Chrome Europe partner, especially when
it comes to create the challenging „Bolt On
And Ride“ tourers – lived up to its reputation
and created the „CCEagle“ as a one-off show
stopper. If you look at the current CCE Online-catalogue, there are already many parts
for the new Milwaukee Eight tourer – including the flagship of the fleet: The Factory had
no reservation of using this source to the fullest extent - and with outstanding result!
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2018 BOAR Softail: The Fusion
Modified by MB Cycles, Heidelberg

Martin Becker is one of the „shooting stars“ of the German customizing scene. His clean and sometimes extreme custom
projects have caught the eye of the Custom Chrome Europe
team not just since his CUSTOMBIKE 2016 „Build-off“ winning
bike „Murder One“, a tribute to Motörhead and Lemmy Kilmister.
MB-Cycles is not limited to modify Harley-Davidsons, which is
another „plus“ on his list – and his bikes, as radical as they often
seem, are great „riders“. Which is definitely a major point on
the „to do list“ of CCE‘s 2018 Bolt On And Ride bikes. Martin is
usually not the „bolt on“ type of customizer, so it took some convincing to talk him into building his first CCE bike. But then, CCE
let the leash hang loose, so there was enough freedom for him
to create what he can do best: Build a stunning street machine
for the road!

2018
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2018 BOAR: Cross Bob
Modified by THUNDERBIKE

2018
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Custom Chrome Europe 2018 „Bolt On And Ride“ Milwaukee
Eight Softail Street Bob: Thunderbike’s „Bolt On“ conversion
does it dirty!
Time does not stand still, as much as we all want it – and retain
some of the old values, some old, well etsablished habits – and
those custom styles that we have come to enjoy through the
last 6+ decades of customizing Harley-Davidson motorcycles.
While Harley-Davidson as a manufacturer is venturing off in
multiple directions to motivate and create new customers to ride
their bikes, a surprising number of newcomers to the scene still
cherish the „old ways“ of riding and customizing, be it through
riding and preserving a real antique motorcycle or by adapting
old and popular styles to the new Harley-Davidson generation of
motorcycles, currently undergoing a more radical change than
ever before in the history of the Milwaukee-based manufacturer.
As one of the top names in German customizing when it comes
to all types of custom Harleys from mild to wild, Thunderbike
again came up with an outstanding retro-look face-change for
one of Harley-Davidson‘s most popular and undisputedly most
successful models: The „Street Bob“.

2018
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Road Map Custom Chrome Europe „Bon(n) Voyage „Bolt On And Ride“ Tour
GROLSHEIM >>> BOPPARD
Grolsheim CCE Warehouse
A 60 direction Mainz
Exit BINGEN OST
Direction >> Fähre Rüdesheim
Bingen - Rüdesheim ferry transfer
Direction >> Koblenz/Lorch
Assmannshausen
Lorch am Rhein >> TURN RIGHT >> Wispertal/Bad Schwalbach
Approx. 2 km >> TURN LEFT >> Direction RANSEL
Twisty road to
Ransel
After Ransel >> TURN LEFT >> Weisel / Kaub
Kaub
Blüchers Rhein Crossing 1813/14
Continue downstream direction Koblenz/St. Goarshausen
FOTOSTOP LORELY/St. Goarshausen
St. Goarshausen >> FERRY transfer to St. Goar
St. Goar
St Goar/Rheinfels Castle
Boppard

BOPPARD >>> POLCH
Boppard EXIT, TURN LEFT into MÜHLTAL ROAD. 100 Meter ahead ARAL Fuel OPTION 1 / km 71.
Pass the „Vierseenblick“ Sesselbahn/Cable car.
Cross B 327 STRAIGHT ON
Direction >> Alken
Scenic road into Mosel river valley
Fotostop Burg Thurant
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Alken - Mosel bridge
Löf (FUEL OPTION 2 / km 92;)
Hatzenport
TURN RIGHT >> Münstermaifeld
Münstermaifeld
Polch (FUEL OPTION 3 / km 105)

POLCH >>> LAACH
Follow Direction >> Richtung Mendig
Trimbs
Thür
Kottenheim (leave it to the right)
TURN RIGHT >> Ettringen
Ettringen TURN RIGHT >> Bell
Bell >> TURN RIGHT >> Mendig
Obermendig
Mendig/Obermendig >> TURN LEFT >> B262 direction Autobahn A 61/ pass Autobahn access >> direction Maria Laach
Maria Laach Abbei / pass Laacher See

LAACH >>> BONN
MOTORCYCLE MEETING POINT and panorama tower: Restaurant Vulkan Waldfrieden off L 113
TURN LEFT >> Brohl Lützing
Pass Wassenach
Follow Brohltal Railway line downstream
Brohl-Lützing – home of Vulkan-Express
B9 Bundesstraße, follow Rhine river downstream >> Bonn
B9 EXIT : REMAGEN SÜD, follow signs „ Friedensmuseum Brücke von Remagen“.
End run: Bonn; BaseCamp Bonn, In der Raste 1, 53129 Bonn, www.basecamp-bonn.de

